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Forum: Q and A
Topic: What is happening? The name of BRAZILIAN SUPPORT was modified without
reasons! [Local support]
Subject: Re: What is happening? The name of BRAZILIAN SUPPORT was modified without
reasons! [Local support
Posted by: mikhail
Posted on: 2004/7/11 22:17:45

How to behave on the XOOPS.org websites
The XOOPS Community is well known for it's friendlyness and willingness to help those who need it.
In order to keep that reputation, and to be able to act on those instances where the reputation may
be damaged, we have made a set of simple rules every member should abide by. This
XOOPSiquette applies to all members at any time, on every part of the XOOPS.org websites.
Registration for this website and/or use of the XOOPS websites constitutes as agreement to these
Terms.
Avatars
Text - Do not spoof or post misleading text in your avatar, or it will be removed.
Content - Please use proper judgement when choosing an avatar. We like to promote a family
atmosphere, and avatars that disrupt this will be removed.
Signatures
Images - Please do not use images in your signature, they distract from the main content of a post.
Sizes - Please do not change the size of the signature text.
Length - Please keep your signature to no more than three lines. We know this depends on the size
of someone's monitor, so if it's more than three lines on kerz's monitor, it'll get removed :).
General Posting Guidelines
Crossposting - Please post your topic to one forum only. If it needs to be moved, alert a moderator.
Language - Please keep the use of offensive language to a minimum. We are here for people of all
ages, and want everone to feel comfortable. Offensive language constitutes as profanity, racial,
ethnic, and gender based insults or any other personal discriminations, and posts meant to offend or
hurt any other member.
Spamming and Trolling - We do not tolerate spamming or off-topic trolling in any forum. If you do this,
you will be warned once, and any further abuse will result in your account being deactivated, or even
your IP being banned from the sites.
Topics - Please stay on topic. For general conversation, please use the General Discussions forum.
Links - Pornography, warez, or any other illegal transactions may NOT be linked in any shape or
form.
Images - Please keep your images on topic and mind the size and dimensions, as not everyone may
be on a broadband internet connection.
Be Nice! - We pride ourselves in being a tight-knit community that polices itself well, and we want to
keep it that way. This means showing respect to all members.
If you abide by this XOOPSiquette, everyone will enjoy their participation the better!
http://www.xoops.org
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